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Adjustable Table
easy to use | clean design | universal profile



WorkUp®

In the office
The clean design of the
WorkUp table base allows it
to blend seamlessly and
attractively into any
environment. The absence
of a lower cross brace
maximizes leg clearance,
while the efficient T-base
design enables the surface to
be utilized from both sides.

Seventy percent of the American
workforce sits on the job.* This
increasingly sedentary work-style
often hinders workplace
productivity. Problems of poor
posture caused by prolonged
sitting have further resulted in a
variety of health issues.

By contrast, movement is natural
and necessary, and it should be
encouraged in the workplace. 

The ability to move must be simple
and accessible to ensure desired
outcomes. Intuitive, height-
adjustable work surfaces, such as
KI’s WorkUp Adjustable Table, are
the ideal solution.

* OFFICE ERGONOMICS – Improved Workplace
Performance and Productivity Through Movement:
The Emerging Role of Adjustability. View the full
white paper at ki.com/planning/articles.aspx



WorkUp delivers easy-to-use
adjustability with a clean design and
universal profile. Four different
adjustment features (see back page)
provide various height ranges and
respective price points. 

All WorkUp models feature the same
base profile, allowing them to be
mixed and matched with various
adjustment styles based on individual
needs within a single space.

In addition, WorkUp features
consistent visual qualities with other KI
products, providing a clean, seamless
aesthetic throughout an environment. 

At school
Within a classroom,

library, or other
learning environment,

WorkUp offers the
unique ability to adapt
to users’ needs and

study styles. 

Multi-workstation integration
With its complementary design, WorkUp can be used
within KI’s Unite® System to provide adjustability at
individual workstations. The counterbalance model of
WorkUp tables, as shown here, allows quick sit-stand
adjustment without the need for power cords.
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WorkUp® Adjustable Table Features

ANSI HFES Electric (22-48") —

Counterbalance (28-47") —

Crank (27-44") —

Ratchet (27-36") — 

WorkUp offers four standard options for adjustability: ratchet, crank, electric and counterbalance.
A fixed table model is also available. 

The most notable feature is the ANSI HFES (Human Factors and Ergonomics Society) base, which
requires a base range of 22 to 46.5 inches. WorkUp exceeds this code with an adjustment range
of 22 to 48 inches.  

The dual-column counterbalance feature is the quickest-adjusting type of sit-stand table on the
market. Combined with the ratchet and front-crank adjustable options, WorkUp provides a wide
range of height-adjustability within an efficient statement of line.  

Standard electric control Counterbalance lever Front-crank option Rolling base option


